Development and evaluation of an automated histology classification system for veterinary pathology.
A 2-stage algorithmic framework was developed to automatically classify digitized photomicrographs of tissues obtained from bovine liver, lung, spleen, and kidney into different histologic categories. The categories included normal tissue, acute necrosis, and inflammation (acute suppurative; chronic). In the current study, a total of 60 images per category (normal; acute necrosis; acute suppurative inflammation) were obtained from liver samples, 60 images per category (normal; acute suppurative inflammation) were obtained from spleen and lung samples, and 60 images per category (normal; chronic inflammation) were obtained from kidney samples. An automated support vector machine (SVM) classifier was trained to assign each test image to a specific category. Using 10 training images/category/organ, 40 test images/category/organ were examined. Employing confusion matrices to represent category-specific classification accuracy, the classifier-attained accuracies were found to be in the 74-90% range. The same set of test images was evaluated using a SVM classifier trained on 20 images/category/organ. The average classification accuracies were noted to be in the 84-95% range. The accuracy in correctly identifying normal tissue and specific tissue lesions was markedly improved by a small increase in the number of training images. The preliminary results from the study indicate the importance and potential use of automated image classification systems in the histologic identification of normal tissues and specific tissue lesions.